thought. Two groups of theorists, one led by Serge Fehr and the other by Anthony Leverrier, soon proved that the cheating probability doesn’t scale double-exponentially with $m$, but linearly. With that realization, longer bit-commitment times immediately became possible, with reasonable security over not just 6 rounds, but billions. Martin, Zbinden, and colleagues now had the luxury of using smaller random numbers (strings of 128 bits rather than 512) and shorter distances between agents, all within the city of Geneva.

The experimenters placed the computers representing Alice and Bob in the same room and connected them with a 1 m optical link. Just 23-light-microseconds away, Amy and Brian had a similar setup. With so little separation between the pairs, timing was critical to satisfying the relativistic constraints. To account for the nonzero duration of each round and to allow a small tolerance for error, the researchers chose to begin each round of the protocol 17 μs after the previous one. Each pair was synchronized to a GPS receiver that kept time with 150 ns accuracy.

All told, the 24-hour commitment of a single bit required 162 GB worth of random numbers; a year-long commitment would require 59 TB. That amount could be reduced by moving the agents farther apart and lengthening each round of the protocol. For example, if Alice and Bob were 10 000 km away from Amy and Brian, a year-long commitment could be achieved with just 81 GB.

Johanna Miller
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Once-baffling success of granular resistive force theory explained

A model designed to approximate swimming in water accounts surprisingly well for animals’ locomotion in sand.

How is a Mars rover like a sandfish skink? Whether you’re a $2.5 billion robot carefully rolling across Martian soil or a 10-cm-long North African lizard (see figure 1) that burrows in the desert sand to evade predators, your locomotion obeys the same set of rules that govern the deformation of granular media.

For close to a decade, researchers have successfully applied an empirical scheme called resistive force theory (RFT) to describe locomotion in dry granular environments. First proposed in the 1950s to calculate speeds of sea-urchin spermatozoa swimming in seawater,1 RFT approximates locomotion in viscous fluids relatively well, but it’s far from perfect. For granular media, though, it works bafflingly well.2

To figure out the secret behind granular RFT’s success, Ken Kamrin of MIT and his postdoc Hesam Askari (now at the University of Rochester) devised the simplest continuum-mechanics equations that could describe granular flow around an object that intrudes into a medium. They then fed those equations into numerical simulations.3 Their investigation uncovered the scaling laws that determine RFT’s validity. Ultimately, their insight could save RFT practitioners time and extend the theory’s range to other media.

Swimming in sand

Granular RFT got its start in 2008 when Daniel Goldman of Georgia Tech in Atlanta noticed that sandfish wriggle through sand like nematode worms swim through fluids. Goldman’s PhD student Yang Ding (now at the Beijing Computational Science Research Center) suggested trying out RFT to model the lizard’s motion. They knew that RFT when applied to viscous fluids had limitations, but, says Goldman, “We were naive and young and just said, well, why not.”

In essence, RFT states that the forces on any small element of a moving body are independent of the motions and po-
sitions of other body elements. (See the Quick Study by Yang Ding, Chen Li, and Daniel Goldman, PHYSICS TODAY, November 2013, page 68.) Thus the net force on the body is simply a superposition of forces on infinitesimal elements. To apply RFT to a wriggling sandfish swimming at constant speed, one sets the net force to zero and calculates the speed consistent with that requirement.

In viscous fluids, RFT is an approximation of the well-established Stokes equations that determine stress and flow fields in fluids. So the forces on infinitesimal segments of a swimming nematode can, in principle, be calculated from scratch.

No such constitutive equations existed for sand and other granular media. So Goldman, Ding, and their colleagues fabricated stainless steel cylindrical rods with roughly the same frictional properties as sandfish skin to serve as proxies for sandfish body segments. They measured the resistive forces on the cylinders as they moved them through sand at different orientations and in different directions. They could then use the measurements as inputs for RFT calculations.

In 2010 Kamrin saw Goldman give a talk on the sandfish study and was intrigued. “I couldn’t believe how well it worked,” he says. By 2013 Goldman’s group had shown that RFT also works for insects running on sand, and Kamrin wanted to know why. “It seemed clear to me that this was a problem worth solving at the fundamental level.”

Back at MIT, Kamrin enlisted Askari to help develop a theory that can explain RFT’s success. A natural approach to take—and one that’s commonly applied to granular material—might have been the discrete element method (DEM), which can be used to simulate the motions of millions of individual grains. But the method is computationally intensive and, Kamrin and Askari explain, the variables are so numerous that it can be difficult to derive a general theory from the results. They instead opted to see if RFT emerges from a simple continuum theory. The only inputs to their continuum model were the medium’s density and internal friction coefficient.

**Tests and analysis**

Kamrin and Askari did check their model’s predictions against published DEM results. For the case of a thin, flat plate intruding into granular material, their model reassuringly reproduced the flow patterns in the material that DEM simulations did.

They then used their model to put RFT through a battery of tests. For the flat-plate scenario, they used their model to create resistive force plots—maps of predicted force profiles as functions of the plate’s orientation and direction of motion. They compared their plots to granular material—might have been the discrete element method (DEM), which can be used to simulate the motions of millions of individual grains. But the method is computationally intensive and, Kamrin and Askari explain, the variables are so numerous that it can be difficult to derive a general theory from the results. They instead opted to see if RFT emerges from a simple continuum theory. The only inputs to their continuum model were the medium’s density and internal friction coefficient.

**Tests and analysis**

Kamrin and Askari did check their model’s predictions against published DEM results. For the case of a thin, flat plate intruding into granular material, their model reassuringly reproduced the flow patterns in the material that DEM simulations did.

They then used their model to put RFT through a battery of tests. For the flat-plate scenario, they used their model to create resistive force plots—maps of predicted force profiles as functions of the plate’s orientation and direction of motion. They compared their plots
against those produced experimentally and found good agreement.

The two theorists also looked at intruders of different shapes. They tested a cylinder, a rectangular prism, and a V-shaped object. The match between RFT predictions and their continuum model was so good, Askari says, "it was getting a little scary."

All that raises the question, Why does RFT work so well? Because of the simplicity of a square plate’s geometry, Kamrin and Askari could gain insight from dimensional analysis. From the equations built into their model, the analysis implied that the granular resistive force on a square plate of width \( L \), illustrated in figure 2, must scale as \( L^2 \).

Kamrin and Askari further reasoned that if RFT works, they could shrink the plate width from \( L \) to a much smaller value \( \lambda \), and then calculate the resistive force on the \( L \)-sized plate by summing the forces on a collection of \( \lambda \)-sized plates. And indeed, for granular media, RFT produces the correct scaling. In fact, for a square plate, it predicts the force exactly. However, if one does the same analysis for a plate moving through a viscous fluid, RFT doesn’t scale correctly. The
Stokes equations establish that the force must be proportional to $L$, but the sum delivers a net force that scales as $L^2$.

Kamrin and Askari call their analysis the garden hoe test, after the square plate’s resemblance to the familiar tool. They envision applying it to predict how well RFT will perform for other types of media. For instance, the test shows that for certain types of gels, pastes, and muds—media that produce drag forces proportional to $L^2$—RFT correctly predicts the forces.

In addition, the pair explains that the agreement between granular RFT and their continuum model means that the model can be used to generate inputs for RFT calculations. That could spare researchers the labor-intensive force measurements currently required. And RFT could be used for off-Earth or other environments that can’t easily be reproduced in the lab.

Sung Chang
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HOW TYPHOONS CHANGE THE UNDERWATER SOUND FIELD

A typhoon or hurricane pushes surface water before it. When the wind-driven water hits the coast, it can no longer move forward. Forced downward and backward, the surface water displaces deeper, colder water and sends it far out to sea. Because the speed of sound in seawater rises with temperature, a typhoon’s passage alters the coastal sound field.

Now Guang-Bing Yang and his colleagues from the First Institute of Oceanography in Qingdao, China, have identified a second, related effect to deal with seafloor sediment. On 1 August 2012, one day before Typhoon Damrey (shown here) made landfall in eastern China, the crew of the fishing boat Lulaoyu took the temperature profile of the water at a location 10 km off the coast of Qingdao. Four days later, after the typhoon had left, the Lulaoyu returned to take a second profile. When Yang and his collaborators analyzed the profiles, they found that water at the maximum depth of 32 m had risen in temperature by 5°C. According to calculations by Yang and his collaborators, heat from the warmer water diffused through the sediment and raised the temperature there and, with it, the sound speed—by up to 15 m/s. To quantify that effect, the researchers modeled the case of a sound source positioned 1 m above the seafloor.

For a distance up to 16 km from the coast and for four days after a typhoon, the warmer sediment changed the acoustic power by at least 10 dB. (G.-B. Yang et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 140, EL242, 2016.) —CD

IN ADDITION TO HAVING A MASS NEAR THAT OF THE MILKY WAY, DRAGONFLY 44 ENCOMPASSES NEARLY 100 GLOBULAR CLUSTERS, AN ANOMALOUSLY LARGE NUMBER FOR SUCH A DIM GALAXY. THE LARGE MASS AND CLUSTER POPULATION OF DRAGONFLY 44, SAYS VAN DOKKUM’S TEAM, SEEM TO RULE OUT SCENARIOS, PLAUSIBLE FOR LIGHTER UDGs, IN WHICH THE GALAXY STARTED AS A CONVENTIONAL ONE THAT SUBSEQUENTLY PUFFED UP. INSTEAD, THE RESEARCHERS ARGUE, DRAGONFLY 44 IS MORE LIKELY A “FAILED” GALAXY IN WHICH SUPERNova EXPLOSIONS OR SOME OTHER PROCESS SOMEHOW SQUELCHED STAR FORMATION AT AN EARLY AGE. (P. VAN DOKKUM ET AL., ASTROPHYS. J. LETT. 828, L6, 2016.) —SKB

WATER FLOWS FREELY THROUGH CARBON NANOTUBES

Despite the frenzy of research into carbon nanotubes (CNTs) over the past few decades (see, for example, the article by Thomas Ebbesen, PHYSICS TODAY, June 1996, page 26), there isn’t much experimental evidence for one of the tiny structures’ most talked-about superpowers: the ability to funnel water with nearly zero friction. The problem has been achieving the sensitivity to measure water transport rates as feeble as a femtoliter a second. The problem has been achieving the sensitivity to measure water transport rates as feeble as a femtoliter a second. The problem has been achieving the sensitivity to measure water transport rates as feeble as a femtoliter a second. The problem has been achieving the sensitivity to measure water transport rates as feeble as a femtoliter a second. The problem has been achieving the sensitivity to measure water transport rates as feeble as a femtoliter a second.

In addition measuring water flow through individual nanotubes whose bores ranged from 15 nm to 50 nm. The researchers stuck a multivalved CNT inside a small pipette and essentially turned the nanotube into the needle of a syringe. Pressure applied inside the pipette caused water to flow through the CNT and into a tank of water. Rather than tracking the water as it flowed through the tube, Bocquet and his team analyzed the motion of suspended polystyrene nanobeads in the tank to deduce the strength of the jet emerging from the CNT (see the image, which shows the response at various pressures). The results verify that CNTs allow water to flow extremely efficiently. Bocquet’s team also confirmed its 2010 prediction that the flow rate would increase as the tube’s radius decreased, although the dependence turned out to be roughly quadratic rather than quartic. The biggest surprise came when the researchers replaced the CNTs with nanotubes of boron nitride. Although the BN tubes are nearly structurally identical to their carbon counterparts (see the article by Marvin Cohen and Alex Zettl, PHYSICS TODAY, November 2010, page 34), they proved far more resistant to water flow. The finding seems to suggest that electronic properties—CNTs are conductors; boron nitride nanotubes are insulators—play a role in hydrodynamics at very small scales. Bocquet and his team plan to investigate that possibility as they explore the nanotubes’ potential for applications such as water distillation and filtration. (E. Secchi et al., Nature 537, 210, 2016.)
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